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The starvation-survival patterns of 16 freshly isolated open

ocean bacteria and in a psychrophilic Vibrio sp., Ant-300, were

determined. These isolates displayed three survival patterns as

determined by viable cell count. These were (a) a rapid increase

followed by a decrease to a constant value (pattern of Ant-300 and

7 isolates), (b) a rapid decrease to a constant value (4 isolates),

(c) a gradual increase to a constant value (5 isolates). Isolates

changed shape with most becoming coccobacilli by 8-9 mo

starvation. All isolates decreased in size, thereby increasing

their surface to volume ratio.

One isolate from each starvation survival pattern and Ant-300

were incubated under simulated open ocean conditions with

[
14C]glutamic acid and monitored for respiration and cellular in-

corporation of radiolabel. In each case a rapid linear respiration

and cellular incorporation of labeled glutamic acid was seen.



Physiological studies on Ant-300 were conducted both during 6

weeks starvation and recovery (the addition of nutrients) from

starvation. During long-term starvation, macromolecules on a per

cell basis rapidly decreased as cells fragmented (division without

biomass increase) in the first 24-48 h. At one week starvation,

the quantity of protein and DNA became constant whereas the level

of RNA increased. Also after one week, a small peak in activity

was seen in endogenous respiration, respiration potential

(substrate added), and ATP level per viable cell; and glutathione

was resynthesized after an initial decline when appropriate amino

acids were present.

After recovery from starvation Ant-300 displayed charac-

teristics of both exponential and growing cells. Individual cell

size and macromolecules increased exponentially with the addition

of nutrients after lag periods which related to the prior length of

starvation. Cells of Ant-300 displayed greater degrees of dormancy

with increased starvation time.

Protein fingerprint patterns formed by two dimensional gel

electrophoresis showed changes in individual protein spots during

long-term starvation. Cells grown under pressures comparable to

those from which Ant-300 was isolated, showed similar protein

patterns but lower concentrations when pressures higher than 100

atmospheres were employed. Cells recovering from starvation also

showed much the same pattern as those under other conditions of

growth, indicating that [35S]methionine is synthesized into all the

proteins of a growing cell.
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STARVATION-SURVIVAL STUDIES ON A MARINE VIBRIO SP.

AND OTHER SELECTED MARINE BACTERIA

INTRODUCTION

Most microbiological studies performed to date have utilized

rapidly growing cells at or near optimal growth conditions. Once

the limitations to growth were discovered and thoroughly

investigated, researchers turned to questions of how bacteria

function in natural environments. As recently as 1971, Koch (16)

described the feast or famine adaptability of Escherichia coli.

Nelson and Parkinson (21) investigated survival of three arctic

soil isolates. Their findings, along with those of Dawes (6) and

Dawes with colleagues (7,8), Boylen and Ensign (23), and Gronlund

and Campbell (10,11) on endogenous metabolism, and Gray (9) and

Postgate and Hunter (25) on survival, began to shed light on

cellular and biochemical changes in cells under conditions more

like those found in nature.

Not until quite recently have researchers discovered bacteria

in the ocean capable of long-term starvation-survival (22,23,24).

The ocean more than any other environment provides extreme

stability for its fauna and flora. Included in the list of stable

parameters in the open ocean is a constant low organic carbon

content. Menzel and Ryther (19) reported an average value of 1.0

mg/1 or more organic carbon for coastal waters and 0.5 mg/1 in open

ocean waters. Not only is the value for open ocean water extremely

low compared with standard laboratory growth media, but much of
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this carbon is recalcitrant to bacterial oxidation (1). Many

investigators have employed chemostats for studying starvation-

survival but even in chemostats the amount of organic nutrient

needed to maintain the slowest of growing populations (to avoid

wash-out) exceeds that of natural environments (12,18). Under

special circumstances, bacteria associated with detritus or other

living organisms may experience much higher exposure to organic

carbon.

Studies of some natural populations of marine bacteria,

particularly from the water column, have shown them to be ultra-

microcells (13,14,15,17,27) as defined by Torrella and Morita

(28). Those species capable of starvation-survival have diminished

respiration rates during starvation (6;21;23; Kurath, M. S. Thesis,

Oregon State Univ., 1980). Although viable cell counts rapidly

decrease during starvation, some isolates from diverse niches have

demonstrated long half-life survival times (see Nelson and

Parkinson (21) for a table of half-life values). The longest

survival time was reported by Novitsky and Morita (22) with Ant-

300, a marine psychrophilic Vibrio sp., which maintained greater

than 100% viability for over 70 weeks.

Many parameters of cellular survival have been investigated

using pure cultures. Heterotrophic potential techniques (29,30,31)

have been used to determine how cells utilize organic substrates at

concentrations found in the open ocean. Studies on endogenous

metabolism have also provided some insight into survival mechanisms

(4,5,7,18). ATP and energy charge have not correlated particularly
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well with bacterial survival, although cultures that do survive

tend to maintain a high ATP level (20;21; Kurath, M. S. Thesis,

Oregon State Univ., 1980). Due to the variability of survival

characteristics, there has been no general concept concerning the

activities of cells under starvation conditions. Stevenson (26)

came closest to formulating this concept in his hypothesis of

"dormancy" in aquatic bacteria. Although his basic hypothesis is

probably correct, evidence presented herein suggests that the

characteristics and the extent of "dormancy" may be both species

specific and duration-dependent.

The studies reported herein investigated aspects of the

starvation physiology of Ant-300. Sixteen other open ocean

bacterial isolates, chosen because they represented microorganisms

likely to be highly adapted to environments consistently very poor

in organic nutrients, were also starved to provide comparisons of

their starvation-survival strategies with those of Ant-300, and to

establish the fundamental survival patterns of marine bacteria

enduring years of starvation. Thereafter, several physiological

properties of Ant-300 during starvation-survival, recovery from

starvation, and log phase growth were extensively studied at the

cellular and biochemical levels. Patterns of viability of the 16

isolates, and changes in macromolecules and protein fingerprints

from cells of Ant-300 under various conditions demonstrated

starvation-survival and recovery strategies.
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CHAPTER 2

STARVATION-SURVIVAL PATTERNS

OF SIXTEEN FRESHLY ISOLATED OPEN OCEAN BACTERIA
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ABSTRACT

Sixteen marine isolates from a NORPAX cruise, which were

transferred once on medium after initial isolation, survived

nutrient deprivation for at least 8 mo (longest period test). All

but one isolate remained cellularly intact, although their sizes

and shapes changed greatly, and all became smaller, decreasing in

size from 40 to 79%. Three starvation-survival patterns were

demonstrated, namely (i) an initial increase in viable cells

followed by a decrease until a constant number was reached, (ii) an

increase in viable cells until a constant number was reached, and

(iii) a decrease in viable cells until a constant number was

reached. One isolate from each starvation-survival pattern was

starved for 8 mo and then tested in comparison to 4 mo starved Ant-

300 for [l4C]glutamic acid uptake, respiration, and

incorporation. The response to glutamic acid was rapid and linear

in each case. The data indicate that the starvation-survival of

Ant-300 is not an anomalous situation and that open ocean bacteria

can withstand nutrient deprivation for long periods of time and

still retain the capacity for active metabolism, if the nutrients

become available.
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INTRODUCTION

Starvation-survival has been defined as "the process of

survival in the absence of energy yielding substrates" (13).

Marine bacteria isolated from open ocean environments are ideal for

starvation-survival studies because their natural environment is

exceedingly low in organic carbon (11) and they must often move

with water masses for many years (18). Starvation-survival is

important in ecology since it is a mechanism for the survival of a

species in that the genome will persist and be able to express

itself when the environmental conditions become favorable.

Ant-300, a marine psychrophilic vibrio, has been extensively

studied for starvation-survival (15, 16, 17, 18). When Ant-300

undergoes starvation-survival the following takes place: (i) there

is an initial large increase in the number of viable cells,

followed by a decline until a constant level results, (ii) the

cells decrease in size, changing from rods to coccobacilli, (iii)

the endogenous respiration drops to less than one percent in 7

days, and (iv) they retain the ability to quickly metabolize

substrates.

To determine whether or not Ant-300 is unique in its star-

vation-survival process, starvation-survival studies were conducted

on 16 open ocean isolates.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organisms. The 16 cultures used in this study were isolated by J.

A. Baross during the NORPAX cruise (May to July, 1980) from

nutrient poor open ocean waters and depths 50 m or greater.

Initial isolation was made on media low in or lacking organic

carbon (5°C incubation). Each culture was transferred just once to

a low level complex medium before these studies were conducted in

order to minimize the changes in characteristics known to occur in

laboratory maintained cultures. Due to the random sampling of the

cultures and the wide variety of sizes and shapes displayed by the

cells upon initial isolation, it was felt that an unbiased

selection of marine bacteria had been obtained. Ant-300 was used

in this study for comparative purposes. The source, substrate and

location from which the organisms were isolated is given in Table

1.

Media. The 16 cultures were isolated on media listed in Table 1.

SLX medium is composed of: 0.12 g, yeast extract (Difco); 0.23 g,

trypticase; 0.03 g, sodium citrate; 0.03 g, L-glutamic acid; 0.05

g, NaNO3; 0.005 g, FeSO4; 28 g. Rila Marine Mix; and 1 liter

distilled water. The pH was adjusted to 7.8. When solid medium

was needed 12 g/1 of agar (Bacto) was added. Sulfur plus metals

and formate plus NH4+ agar media contained an extensive salts-metal

base with added sulfur and formate. The later media constituents

are described by Baross et al. (1) and are considered to be chemo-

autotrophic and low organic media respectively (Baross, personal

communication).



Table 1. NORPAX Cruise Isolate Characteristics.

Isolate Source

N1 50 m water

N2 4000 m water

N4 4300 m squid pen

N5 4000 m water

N6 4000 m water

N7 4300 m water

N8 1700 m squid pen

N9 1700 m squid pen

N10 3800 m sediment trap

Nil 3800 m sediment trap

N12 3800 m sediment trap

N13 3800 m sediment trap

N14 1700 m squid pen

N15 1700 m squid pen

N16 4300 m crab shell

N17 4300 m crab shell

Station Location
Pigmen-
tation

Growth
21 C Isolation Medium

Oregon Coast (W8006)a tan + sulfur + metals

Blanco hole (W8006) tan + SLX

Station N9b + SLX

Blanco hole (W8006) yellow + SLX

Blanco hole (W8006 tan + SLX

Blanco hole (W8006) + sulfur + metals

Station N9 + SLX
II'

N9 + SLX

Station NBC

Ill

SS

811

N8

N8

N8

N8

N8

N9

N9

tan

yellow

+ formate + NH4+

+ formate + NH4+

+ formate + NH4+

+ formate + NH
4
+

sulfur + metals

+ sulfur + metals

+ SLX

+ SLX

aW8006 Cruise number of extension to NOPPAX cruise.
bN9 - Station location Latitude 0° 43.3'S, Longitude 153° 04.5'W, Depth 4865 m.
cN8 - Station location 0° 0.28'S, ..

152° 01.3'W, Depth 4312 m.
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Growth and starvation-survival procedure. All cultures were grown

in SLX broth at 5°C in a Psychrotherm Gyrotory shaker, Model G2

(New Brunswick). Mid to late log phase cells were harvested by

centrifugation at 4080 x g in a Sorvall RC-2 refrigerated

centrifuge for 15 min at 5°C. The cellular pellet was washed with

cold buffered salts medium (SM) which contained: 21.6 g, NaCl;

0.66 g, RC1; 6.3 g, MgSO4'7H20; 4.7 g, MgC12'6H20; 1.2 g tris-

(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; and 1 liter of distilled water. SM

was adjusted to pH 7.8. The washing and harvesting procedure was

repeated twice. The starvation suspension in SM contained 10 7 to

108 cells/ml. The cells in this suspension were starved at 5°C.

The suspension container was placed in Psychrotherm reciprocating

shaker (New Brunswick) at 100 rpm. All procedures were carried out

under aseptic conditions.

Viability determinations. Viability was determined by spread plate

technique using duplicate samples and cold SLX agar plates.

Incubation was either at 5° C or 21°C for up to two weeks.

Epifluorescence microscopy. Starved cells were diluted, fixed with

formalin, filtered onto 0.20 pm Nuclepore filters prestained with

Irgalin black, and stained with 0.01% acridine orange (7, 22).

After 10 min staining, filters were washed twice with distilled

H20. All solutions were either filter sterilized or filtered

before heat sterilization. The prepared filters were observed for

total cell counts and shape changes. At least 10 fields from each

of the replicate samples were counted.
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Electron microscopy. Samples for morphological studies were

prepared by centrifuging a mixture of 1.5 ml cell suspension and

0.15 m1 of 10% glutaraldehyde (Tousimis) in a Beckman Microfuge B

for four min, followed by a distilled water rinse and application

of 0.1 ml concentrated cells in water to a plastic coated copper

grid. Excess water was blotted off, cells were chromium shadowed

in a vacuum evaporator (Varian VE 10), and then viewed with a

Philips EM 300 microscope. Representative cells were photographed

and used for size determinations, presence of flagella and shape.

Uptake and respiration studies. Ten ml of the starvation

suspension (see above) was diluted 1:10 in sterile cold SM

containing 2 pM and 20 pM of phosphate and nitrate respectively and

incubated in the presence of 14
C-labeled substrates in 25 ml serum

bottles with caps and buckets at 5°C for various lengths of time.

The phosphate and nitrate were added in concentrations typically

found in open ocean waters. The 14
C-labeled substrates were added

to a final concentration of 0.004 pCi/m1 (329 pCi/pmole)

glucose and 0.005 pCi/m1 (285 pCi/pmole) L- [u_14c ]glutamic acid.

Both radioactive compounds were obtained from New England

Nuclear. The reaction was terminated by the addition of 0.02 ml 5N

H2SO4 followed by shaking at 20 C for one hour. The heterotrophic

activity method was employed to determine the respired radioactive

CO2 and radioactivity incorporated into cells (2, 4, 5, 6, 21).

All samples were counted in a Beckman LS-100C liquid scintillation

counter for 10 min.
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Percent respiration was calculated from the following

formula: CPM 14CO2/CPM 14CO2 + CPM cellular incorporation x 100

percent respiration.
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RESULTS

The first pattern of starvation-survival was identical to that

shown by Ant-300 (17). This pattern was displayed by seven (N5,

N6, N8, N10, N15, N16, N17) of the NORPAX cruise isolates (Fig.

1A). Four of the isolates (N4, N7, N11, N13) displayed a second

pattern of rapid death until a constant viability was attained

(Fig. 1B). This constant viable count was approximately 104 and

108 per ml for N4 and N11 respectively. The third pattern (Fig.

1C) was displayed by five isolates (N1, N2, N9, N12, N14). The

viable cell counts continued to increase during the first 4 to 16

weeks of starvation-survival. In N1 and N12 the viable counts

reached nearly 108 cells/ml.

Epifluorescent cell counts showed that all isolates did not

lyse during the six months starvation-survival period. Only N4

became non-viable and completely lysed but only after six months of

starvation. During the starvation-survival process all isolates

became smaller, and morphological changes in few of the isolates

were noted (Table 2). In a few cases flagellation was lost after 8

months of starvation. Fig. 2 illustrates some of the changes in

morphology that took place during starvation-survival.

Some isolates retained their original shape. Many rods became

coccobacillary forms. N13, a vibrio during log growth, became a

spirillum during starvation, and prolonged starvation for 8 mo

resulted in a coccoid form (Table 2).
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Fig. 2-1. Viability patterns of 17 open ocean isolates during
nutrient starvation. The pattern of Ant-300 and 7 of
the 16 isolates showed initial cell fragmentation
followed by decrease in cell viability (A), the pattern
of initial rapid cell death was seen with 4 of the 16
isolates (B), and the unusual pattern of initial viable
cell increase was seen in 5 of the 16 isolates (C).
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Table 2. Morphological changes during starvation, flagellation, and gram reaction of open ocean
isolates.

Morphological changes after starvation
*

Flagellation
Gram

Reaction

Log
Isolate phase Grown Log Log Phase

No. cells One Month Two Months 7-9 Months Phase Cells Starved (8 mo) Cells

N1 R R R CB + + +
N2 R R C CB + +
N4 R C C lysed nd nd
N5 R R R R + +
N6 R R R R + + +
N7 v S C nd nd nd
N8 v v R CB + + -
N9 S R R R + +
N10 v R R R + +
N11 S S S CB + + v
N12 v R R R + + v
N13 v S S C + - -
N14 R C C C + + -
N15 R R R R + v
N16 R nd R R - +
N17 S S S nd nd nd
Ant-300 R R CB CB + +

*
Cell shape changes were determined by electron or epifluorescence microscopy.

R = rod shape, V = vibrio shape, C = coccoid shape, S = spirilla shape, CB = coccobacilli shape.
v = Gram variable; nd - not determined.
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Fig. 2-2. Electron microscopy of cells from growth and starvation
conditions. Isolate N10 grown (A) and starved 8 months
(B), isolate N15 grown (C) and starved 8 mo (D) and Ant-
300 grown (E) and starved 4 mo (F).
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In order to determine if energy from respiration was required

before starved cells could incorporate organic substrate, 14C-

labeled substrates were employed (Fig. 3, 4). Four month, starved

Ant-300 cells responded immediately to the presence of glutamate

and glucose (Fig 3k, 3B) and the incorporation of substrates into

cellular material and CO
2 production were linear. A 85%

respiration of [14C]glutamate was seen (Fig. 3A) compared to 5%

respiration with [14C]glucose
(Fig. 3B). During starvation the

percent respiration with glutamic acid did not significantly

change, although the rate was decreased with starvation time

(Glick. 1980. M.S. Thesis, Oregon State Univ.). However, when

replotted with comparable ordinates the values for incorporation of

[14C] glucose and [14C]glutamate
were very similar (Fig. 3C).

Isolate N5, with the same starvation-survival viability

pattern as Ant-300, also displayed an immediate and linear

incorporation and respiration of [14C]glutamate (Fig. 4A). Isolate

Nil, which displayed a pattern of rapid cell death upon starvation

(Fig. 1B) also displayed a rapid linear cellular incorporation and

respiration of 14
Clglutamate (Fig. 4B). Although isolate N1 with

a starvation-survival pattern (Fig. 1C) of increased cell number

with time until a constant viability was attained, respirated

[14C
]glutamate immediately and linearly (Fig. 4C), whereas the

14-incorporation of r

u)glutamate was extremely rapid (Fig. 4D).
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Fig. 2-3. Uptake and utilization of 14C-labeled substrates by
cells of Ant-300 starved 3.5 mo (A) 14CO2 (0) and
cellular incorporation (0) of 14C-glutamic acid.
(B) CO21 (0) and cellular incorporation (0) of 14C-
glucose. (C) A comparison 9f cellular incorporation of
1%-glutamic acid (0) and 1%-glucose (0). Each point
is the average of triplicate samples.
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Fig. 2-4. Respiration and cellular incorporation of 14
C-glutamIc

acid by isolates from each viability pattern. (A) 1%02
and cllular incorporation by N5 cells starved 8 mo.
(B) CO2 and cellul9x incorporation by N11 cells
starved 8 mo. (C) L'CO2 evolved by N1 cells starved 9
mo. (D) cellular incorporation by V1 cells starved 9
mo. Viable cell count was 2.5 x 10 cells/m1 for all
experiments. Each point is the average of triplicate
samples.
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DISCUSSION

All isolates from low nutrient environments demonstrated

survival under starvation conditions. Miniaturization of cells

appeared to be a common phenomenon during starvation-survival and

some isolates lost their flagella. This reduction in size of the

cell may be quite significant (Fig. 2). The miniaturization of

cells increased the surface to volume ratio of these cells. A

larger surface area may aid cells in obtaining substrates from a

nutrient-poor environment (13) and in the starvation-survival

process (10,17).

Some ultramicrocells in the marine environment are, more than

likely, formed by the lack of specific nutrients such as vitamins

and essential amino acids since ultramicrocells can be found even

in near shore environments where organic carbon is more abundant.

In fact, many researchers have reported that ultramicrocells grow

to larger cells when placed on media (8, 9, 19) while Torrella and

Morita (19) could not demonstrate a size increase of all ultra-

microcells even under these conditions. Watson, et al. (21)

reported that approximately half of the organisms observed during a

cruise were ultramicrocells.

All of the tested, starved cell cultures demonstrated the

ability to produce 14CO2
from 14C-labeled substrates. This is a

good indication that the metabolic systems necessary to produce

energy in starved cells remained intact. The same can be said for

the mechanism for incorporation of 14
C-substrates into cellular

material.
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In conclusion, 17 open ocean marine isolates demonstrated the

ability to withstand starvation conditions, became smaller and

retained the ability to metabolize small quantities of

[
14
C]glutamic acid in a manner typical of natural populations

(3,4). All isolates used in this study were picked at random from

various isolates obtained by J. A. Baross on the NORPAX cruise, and

all isolates displayed one of three starvation-survival patterns.

This study is a good indication that most species of marine

bacteria, if not all, have a mechanism to survive long periods of

time without an external energy source. The starvation-survival

process help to ensure that a bacterial species can survive long

periods of energy deprivation and that the surviving starved cells

can express themselves when conditions become favorable again.
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CHAPTER 3

STARVATION-SURVIVAL PROCESSES IN A MARINE VIBRIO
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ABSTRACT

The DNA, RNA, protein, ATP, glutathione, and 35S-labeled

proteins were estimated at various times during the starvation-

survival process of Ant-300, a marine psychrophilic Vibrio sp.

These data were analyzed in terms of turbidity as measured by

optical density (OD), total cells, viable cells, and respiring

(INT-formazan producing cells). Electron micrographs of thin

sections of cells were made on cells from two points during the

starvation-survival process.

On a per cell basis, the levels of protein and DNA rapidly

decreased until a constant level was attained. An initial decrease

in RNA with starvation was noted, but with time the high RNA level

increased 2.5 fold higher than the minimum value. After 6 wks of

starvation, 45 to 60 percent of the cells respired as determined by

INT-formazan granule production. Potential respiration and

endogenous respiration levels fell, with an intervening one week

peak, until at two weeks no endogenous respiration could be

measured; respiratory potential remained high. Cell glutathione

level fell during starvation, but when starved in the presence of

the appropriate amino acids, glutathione was resynthesized to its

original value. Cells lost much of their stored products and

became ultramicrocells during the 6 wk starvation-survival

process. Cellular protein also decreased for approximately 2.5 wks

but then remained constant, as determined by the loss of radio-

active sulfur.
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Ant-300 underwent many physiological changes in the first week

of starvation that relate to the production or utilization of

ATP. After that period, a stable pattern for long-term starvation

was demonstrated.
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INTRODUCTION

Any heterotrophic species of marine bacterium faces the

difficulty of maintaining its genome in an environment where there

is a severe lack of nutrients. The organic carbon content of open

ocean water is often less than 0.5 mg C/liter (19) and much of the

deep water carbon is refractory to microbial degradation (1).

Hence, the amount of organic matter available to bacteria in the

deep sea is extremely limited. When the time of long residence

water masses is also considered, bacterial cells may have to with-

stand nutrient deprivation for extremely long periods (20).

Novitsky and Morita (23,24,25) demonstrated that Ant-300 (a

psychrophilic marine heterotrophic vibrio) has the ability to

survive long periods of time in the absence of an organic energy

source. However, these studies did not address the specific

physiological changes that might occur during the process of

starvation-survival. This study investigates some of the cellular

changes that occur during the starvation-survival process. The

data will aid in the understanding of the processes that occur

during starvation-survival so that a sufficient number of cells in

the original population can survive until the environmental

conditions become appropriate for them to express themselves.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organism and media. A marine heterotrophic psychrophilic bacterium

(Ant-300), tentatively identified as a Vibrio sp. (2) was used for

this study. It was isolated in 1972 from the Antarctic convergence

(300 m) during cruise 46 of the R.V. Eltanin.

Ant-300 cells was grown on either liquid or solid (1.2% agar

added) Lib-X medium (2). Cells were harvested from cultures in the

log growth phase (0D600 = 0.6 to 0.9) by centrifugation (4080 x g)

and washed twice in mineral salts solution (SM) (23). The washed

cells were suspended in SM, buffered with 0.01 M tris(hydroxy-

amino)methane (pH 7.8), and incubated for various periods at 5°C.

Starved cell suspensions having an initial cell density of 107

108 per ml and were shaken at 100 rpm in a Psychrotherm Incubator

Shaker (New Brunswick Scientific Co.). All media, dilution blanks,

and reagents were filter sterilized (0.22 um Millipore filters), or

filtered and heat sterilized so as to minimize debris interference

when total cell counts were determined. All materials, including

pipettes and centrifuge tubes, were held at 5°C.

Radiolabeling of cells. A modified Lib X broth with the organic

contents reduced to 10% and L-glutamic acid eliminated, was used

for protein labeling. Cells were grown at 5°C to slight turbidity

(ca. 106 107 /ml). The culture was centrifuged at 3°C and 3040 x g

for 5 min and the cells resuspended in fresh broth containing 53

pCi/m1 (35S1 methionine (specific activity = 1001.8 Ci/mmole) (New

England Nuclear) and incubated at 5°C for 24 h. The cells were

then prepared for starvation as above.
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At various times triplicate 0.5 ml samples were filtered onto

0.22 pm Millipore filters, dried and counted in vials containing 10

ml omnifluor in a LSC-100 (Beckman) scintillation counter.

Filtrate samples were applied to filters and treated identically to

cell samples.

Cell counts. Viable cell counts were made by diluting the cell

suspensions in SM and spreading known volumes of the suspension in

duplicate onto Lib X plates. Plates were incubated at 5°C for one

week before the colonies were counted. Total cell counts were

determined by epifluorescent microscopy employing a Zeiss epi-

fluorescent microscope and the method of Zimmermann and Meyer-Reil

(36) on Nucleopore (0.2 pm pore size) filters stained with Igralin

Black (34). Ten fields were counted for each sample; replicate

samples were used. Turbidities (OD) of cell suspensions were

estimated at 600 nm employing Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 710

spectrophotometer.

In order to determine the fraction of respiring cells a modi-

fication of the INT (iodonitrotetrazolium violet) (Calbiochemical

Co.) method of Zimmermann et al. (35) was used. Five ml of starved

cells were harvested by centrifugation (Sorvall RC-2) at 3000 x g

for 10 min at 3°C. The cells were resuspended in approximately 0.5

ml SM and to this was added 0.1 ml of a 0.2% aqueous solution of

INT; this suspension was incubated for 30 min. All solutions were

kept on ice including the incubation mixture. The incubated cell

suspension (0.1 ml) was observed by use of a Zeiss phase-contrast
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microscope. The total number of cells as well as respiring cells

(those with refractile granules of INT) were counted for each

sample and the percent respiring cells calculated.

Endogenous respiration and respiration potential. At various times

during the starvation process, 40 ml samples of the starving cell

suspension (in duplicate) were centrifuged as above. The cell

pellet was resuspended in 4.0 ml SM and held on ice. The

endogenous respiration mixture (in triplicate) contained 2.3 ml of

SM, 0.5 ml of 0.2% INT and 0.2 ml of the cell suspension and was

incubated on ice. After incubation the reaction mixture was

terminated with 1.0 ml Zap (50% phosphoric acid and 50% formalin)

(26). The amount of INT-formazan produced was estimated at 600 nm

with a Beckman DB spectrophotometer and compared against a standard

curve prepared with various amounts of INT-formazan (Sigma Chem.

Co.) in 95% ethanol.

The reaction mixture for the determination of respiration

potential was identical to the mixture to determine endogenous

respiration except that 1.0 ml of substrate solution (27) replaced

1.0 ml of SM. The substrate solution was prepared by adding 7.6 g

of sodium succinate, 1.8 ml 1:10 of Triton X-100 and distilled

water to a final volume of 100 ml. To a 10 ml portion of this

mixture 10 mg of NADH and 1 mg of NADPH was added just prior to

use. These analyses were also run in triplicate.

Estimation of macromolecules. Forty ml samples in duplicate were

taken at various times during the starvation-survival process and
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harvested by centrifugation as above. Fractionation of protein

from nucleic acids was accomplished by trichloroacetic acid (TCA),

perchloric acid (PCA) and NaOH treatment as described by Gallant

and Suskind (7). The precipitated material was dissolved in 1.0 ml

of 1.0 N NaOH and assayed for protein using the Folin-phenol method

(16). The DNA and RNA concentrations were estimated spectrophoto-

metrically employing the diphenylamine (5) and orcinol (18)

methods. Corrections for any color development due to the presence

of DNA in the RNA fraction were made.

Estimation of ATP. The amount of ATP in starved cells was

estimated by employing the method of Holm-Hansen (10) using boiling

Tris buffer (pH 7.75) to extract the ATP from triplicate 2 ml cell

suspension concentrated onto a Millipore filter (0.22 um). The

extracted ATP was placed in a vial and the volume brought to 10 ml

and then frozen (-20°C) until assayed.

The assay mixture contained 10 ul samples, 20 ul buffer (20 mM

Trizma base [Sigma Chem. Co., pH 7.75], 15 mM MgC12, and 2 mM Na

EDTA (ethylene dinitrolotetraacetic acid) which was placed in an

ATP photometer assay vial. A second vial identical to the first

but containing an internal spike of 10 41 ATP (10-8 or 10-9 M) in

Tris-EDTA-Mg buffer instead of 10 41 buffer was also prepared for

each sample. The reaction was initiated by injecting 50 ul

partially purified luciferin-luciferase (DuPont) into the assay

vial placed in an ATP photometer (Picolite).
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Calculations were made by comparing maximum peak heights in 5

sec of spiked and unspiked samples.

Estimation of glutathione. Forty ml samples (in duplicate) of a

starving cell suspension were centrifuged as previously described

and the cell pellet was resuspended in 0.6 ml distilled water. A

portion (0.5 ml) of the resuspended cells was treated with 0.1 ml 1

N NaOH for protein analysis. The remaining sample was then

prepared for HPLC analysis by the method of Reed et al. (29). Peak

heights relative to standards were used to estimate the concen-

trations of glutathione in the cells.

Electron microscopy. Cells from log phase and 5.5 wk starved cells

were harvested by centrifugation (3200 x g, 10 min at 3°C, Sorvall

RC-2B) and the cells resuspended in fixative (0.2 M cacodylate

buffer, pH 7.8; 0.3 M NaC1, 3% glutaraldehyde [Tousimisp. Cells

were fixed for two hours at 5°C, then centrifuged as above. The

cell pellet was mixed with approximately 1.0 ml 2% Noble Agar

(Difco) on a glass slide. Small cubes were cut with a razor blade,

washed with 4 changes of cacodylate buffer, and post fixed in one

percent Os04 in cacodylate buffer for two hours on ice. The cubes

were dehydrated in an acetone series (30, 50, and 70% (containing 1

g uranyl acetate per 100 ml)) and finally with 3 changes in 100%

acetone. Each acetone dehydration step lasted 15 min. Individual

cubes were placed in capsules, covered with embedding resin

(Spurrs) and cured overnight at 70°C. Sections were cut using a

Porter-Blum ultramicrotome and a diamond knife (Dehmer) and stained

with lead citrate (30) prior to examination with a Philips EM 300.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Total and viable cell counts as well as the turbidity of a

culture undergoing starvation are shown in Fig. 1. During the

initial starvation phase the viable cell numbers increased and then

decreased, accompanied by a decrease in microbial biomass as

indicated by the turbidimetric readings. The total cell count

stayed high and rather constant, demonstrating that many of the

cells remained structurally intact but not viable. Total cell

count was consistantly lower than the viable count due to

inaccuracies caused by the increased number of manipulations

necessary to determine total cell numbers. This pattern of a rapid

increase in viable cell numbers followed by gradual decrease in

viable cells was noted by Novitsky and Morita (25) and Kjelleberg

et al., (12) and was also demonstrated in 7 out of 16 open ocean

isolates (refer to Chapter II).

Before starvation cells were rod shaped having average

dimensions of ca. 1.3 x 4.0 pm. When incubated with INT violet, up

to 12 refractile granules were produced per cell. With starvation,

the cells underwent division and became much more coccoid, and the

number of refractile granules produced decreased to one per cell.

This granule took up much of the cell's cytoplasmic space. The

failure to produce a granule detectable by light microscopy dis-

tinguished between respiring and non-respiring cells. Typical

experiments showed 45-60% of the cells respiring after six weeks

starvation (Fig. 2). Kurath (M.S. Thesis, Oregon State Univ.,
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Fig. 3-1. Total cells, viable cells and optical density with
starvation time. During the initial fragmentation
period (12-36 hours) total cell (0) and viable cell (0)
values increased dramatically.
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Fig. 3-2. The percent respiring cells during six weeks
starvation. A large percentage of Ant-300 cells
retained their ability to respire during starvation.
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1980), using a marine pseudomonad, showed that in starving cultures

the number of viable cells became constant at 0.1 percent of the

original number, but that 10 times the viable cell count were

capable of respiration. In Ant-300 cultures, the number of

respiring and viable cells was approximately the same. Novitsky

and Morita (23) demonstrated that log phase cultures of Ant-300 had

up to four nuclear bodies, whereas only one nuclear body was

observed in starved cells.

The endogenous and potential (with added substrate)

respiration rates dropped immediately upon starvation (Fig. 3A and

B). A temporary increase was observed that reached a peak in ca. 7

days. Subsequent periods of starvation brought about lower rates

of endogenous and potential respiration. After two weeks of

starvation the endogenous respiration rate was 6% of its original

value and only 4% of its peak value. Employing cells grown on

[14C]
glucose, Novitsky and Morita (24) demonstrated that the

endogenous respiration of cells starved 7 days or longer was

0.0071%. However, with the technique employed in this

investigation the endogenous respiration could not be measured

after 14 days. Other investigators have also reported rapid

suppression of endogenous respiration during starvation-survival,

and it was assumed that this method is a way to prevent rapid self-

destruction (22). Nelson and Parkinson (22) demonstrated increased

respiration with a Bacillus sp. and an Arthrobacter sp. but not in

a Pseudomonas sp. The Bacillus sp. and Arthrobacter sp. underwent
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Fig. 3-3. INT-formazan formed by Ant-300 per milligram protein (A)
and per respiring cell (B) during starvation.
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rapid cell death, whereas the Pseudomonas sp., which displayed a

constant but decreased respiration level, survived very well. It

may be that in the case of these two poorly surviving bacteria, and

of Ant-300 at one week starvation, an effort to produce energy

through respiration was necessary to maintain cell viability. In

all three cases, cell death began or continued in spite of the

increased respiration, or perhaps because of it. After one week

starvation with Ant-300 and the Pseudomonas sp., low but constant

respiratory activity occurred concomitantly with retention of

viability.

On the other hand, starved cells retained the ability to

respire when challenged with substrate (Fig. 3A and B). The

ability to respire with added substrate increased with cells

starved longer than 4 weeks, and became more evident when the data

were plotted in terms of INT-formazan production per respiring

(INT) cell in the system (Fig. 3B). The respiration potential

activity increased since there was a decrease in the number of

respiring cells with starvation time. Ant-300 was also shown to

rapidly take up and utilize other substrates such as amino acids

after various periods of starvation (Glick, 1980 M.S. Thesis,

Oregon State University). Other marine isolates have also shown

this ability (refer to Chapter II).

During the initial starvation phase the protein, RNA and DNA

showed similiar patterns of decrease with starvation time (Fig.

4A). The protein and DNA values increased slightly and stabilized
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Fig. 3-4. Macromolecules per cell during six weeks starvation in
Ant-300.
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at 2.9 x 10-8 pg/cell and 2.5 x 10 -7 pg/cell, respectively. After

approximately seven days of starvation the amount of macromolecules

per respiring or viable cell appeared to increase (Fig. 4B and

C). However, these large increases may be an artifact since it is

impossible at this time to separate the viable or respiring cells

from dead cells in the system. These intact dead cells in all

probability retain most of their macromolecules. According to Koch

(13,14) Escherichia coli is not capable of degrading certain

classes of proteins, hence the protein concentration in the culture

suspension remained quite high. It is possible that there is a

shift in the type of macromolecules within the starving viable

cells; however, that cannot be detected by the methods employed in

this study.

Protein is known to be metabolized during starvation (9,11).

r35
t S]methionine labeled Ant-300 cells were starved and the radio-

activity in the cells and cell filtrates was monitored during the

course of the starvation period. There was a linear increase of

radiolabel in the cell filtrates for approximately 2 weeks (Fig.

5), and there was a concomitant loss of radioactivity in the

cells. The net protein degradation appears to stop after 2-3

weeks. This increase in the radioactivity in the filtrate suggests

that (i) viable, dying, and/or dead cells degraded labeled cellular

protein, or (ii) an extensive turnover of proteins took place in

starving Ant-300 cells.
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Fig. 3-5. 35
S-labeled material present in cells and filtrate

during five weeks starvation in Ant-300.
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The change in RNA content per cell was different from that of

protein and DNA (Fig. 4A). After the first week, RNA values

increased linearly and in typical experiments did not reach a

constant value by six weeks. Synthesis of RNA during starvation is

uncommon (17,31). One case of increased RNA synthesis during

starvation was reported by Borek et al. (3) with a methionine

requiring mutant of E. coli K12 which was also incapable fo the

stringent response. The nutritional requirements for Ant-300 also

include methionine (J. Baross, pers. comm.).

After resynthesis of RNA, the form in which it was stored is

not known. The most abundant form of stable RNA is ribosomal.

Thin sections of 5.5 week starved cells (Fig. 7) do not show an

increase in ribosomal bodies. If ribosomes were degraded during

the initial starvation period, and only RNA was resynthesized, new

ribosomes would not be formed due to the lack of ribosomal

proteins. Cells labeled with 2- [14C]uracil during growth showed no

respiration of the ring structure during starvation, but did show

some leakage of non-macromolecular labeled molecules into the

starvation menstruum (Amy and Morita, unpublished data). Postgate

and Hunter (28) reported a similar breakdown of RNA with cellular

leakage in starved bacteria. Since Ant-300 was starved in nitrogen

free media (SM), this may have triggered the synthesis and storage

of RNA as a nitrogen reserve. In all probability this RNA does not

function during starvation but is either held in reserve to

function when the proper environment presents itself (9), or is the

result of lack of regulation in the cell (6).
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The ATP per viable cell decreased steadily for the first three

days of starvation (Fig. 6). After three days of starvation a

small intermittent rise in ATP value was seen. This was followed

by a second decrease beginning after about one week starvation.

The significance of this intermediate peak was statistically tested

and showed a p = .01 confidence value. The ATP level fell to only

39% of the initial value by one week, after which it recovered to

within 92% of the initial value by two weeks. With longer

starvation times, a slow steady increase in ATP per viable cell was

seen. This was primarily due to the rapid decrease in viable cells

with an approximately equal value in ATP per ml of culture during

the same time period. The ATP value in starving Pseudomonas sp.

and Arthrobacter sp. decreased to 75% and 71% respectively of

initial values within 5 days, but remained at those values to 10

days starvation (22). Kurath (1980, M.S. Thesis, Oregon State

University) demonstrated that cells of a marine pseudomonad

contained more ATP per viable cell after a decrease of one week

than they contained at the initiation of starvation. The pattern

of ATP per viable cell in that pseudomonad and in Ant-300 was

identical except that in the pseudomonad the value of ATP per

viable cell continued to rise until at its peak (25 days) it

represented 1058% of the initial value. Since it is known that 20%

of the energy in a growing culture is used for substrate transport

(33), the high values of ATP in starving cells reinforces the

concept that that starved cell are physiologically capable of
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Fig. 3-6. ATP per viable Ant-300 cell during 36 days of
starvation. The 36 day value was 3.1 times that at
initiation of starvation. Note the one week
intermediate rise in ATP per viable cell (p = .01). See
text for explanation. Triplicate sample values were
averaged to obtain each time point.
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metabolism if substrate becomes available. This ATP is necessary

for initial active transport, but may not be readily renewable

without further input of an energy yielding substrates.

A single primary source of energy for the 60% of the cells

that continued to respire during a six weeks starvation period was

not identified. Thin sections of grown and starved cells revealed

radically different cellular internal structured. Large medium-

dark pockets, peripheral white granules and small darkly stained

granules were present in grown cells (Fig. 7a). These structures

almost completely disappeared by 5.5 weeks starvation. Only the

central nuclear region surrounded by clearer cytoplasm remained in

starved cells (Fig. 7b). The cells became coccobacilli, but cell

diameter at 5.5 weeks was approximately the same as growing

cells. One type of granule showed an intense non-stained white

spot in the cell cytoplasm resembling poly-B-hydroxybutyrate (PHB),

but repeated attempts to demonstrate PHB using the technique of Law

and Slepecky (15) failed. Sudan B black staining material was seen

in grown cells under light microscopy, and it is therefore

suspected that lipids may be stored in growing cells. Evidence for

this was demonstrated by Stringer and Oliver (Abstr. Annu. Meet.

Microbiol. 1982, N107, p. 195) where they showed 35% reduction in

lipid phosphate during three weeks starvation with Ant-300. Small

intense black granules disappeared slowly and could sometimes be

seen in 5.5 week starved cells. Polyphosphates, lipids and

carbohydrates are possible storage products in growing Ant-300.
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Fig. 3-7. Thin sections of log phase (A) and 5.5 week (B) starved
cells were examined with TEM.
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The presence of glutathione in eukaryotic cells has been

related to the cell's ability to withstand oxidation due to the

reduced sulfhydryl group of the cysteine moiety of glutathione

(21). In this sense the tripeptide functions very similarly to the

proposed action of vitamins E and C. In this study, cells starved

in SK alone were unable to resynthesize glutathione following the

initial dramatic drop in the first six days of starvation, however,

given the three amino acids which make up glutathione, the cells

resynthesized this compound to the original level of 13-14

nmoles/mg protein (Fig. 8). These cells did not utilize the three

amino acids for growth and cell division as one might expect.

There appears to be an important function for glutathione in Ant-

300 given that starving cells direct their energy to its

resynthesis. It may be that bxidation of celluluar components

during starvation is a major cause of cell death and since

prokaryotes have fewer options to remain reduced, glutathione plays

an important role in maintaining a reduced intracellular state.

The coincidence of increased ATP content per viable cell,

higher respiratory activities, the rapid change from the dramatic

decrease in cellular macromolecules to a constant value, or even

resynthesis in the case of RNA, and the resynthesis of glutathione

when amino acids were present is apparently related to energy

production and utilization. The reordering of the cell's

activities at one week starvation represents a line of demarcation

between the initial response to starvation (cell fragmentation) and
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Fig. 3-8. Glutathione values per nanogram of protein from extracts
of starving cells of Ant-300.
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a long-term reaction to nutrient depletion. When one and two week

starved cells were challenged with 0.1 Lib X, there was a

difference in the response time as measured by the cell's ability

to grow and divide. The two week starved cells responded slower

and divided several hours later than the one week starved cells

(refer to Chapter IV). It may be that there is a short-term and

long-term response of Ant-300 to nutrient starvation which causes

longer starved cells to respond more slowly. Perhaps they are

deeper into cell dormancy of the type described by Stevenson (32).
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RECOVERY FROM NUTRIENT STARVATION BY A MARINE VIBRIO SP.
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ABSTRACT

A marine psychrophilic Vibrio sp., Ant-300, recovered from

starvation after the addition of one volume of complete nutrient

medium to 9 volumes starvation menstruum. Turbidity measured by

optical density, viable cells, electron micrographs, protein, DNA

and RNA were monitored with recovery time. The usual growth curve

of bacterial cultures was observed. On a per viable cell basis

protein, DNA and RNA increased to a maximum value just prior to

cell division and then returned to close to the initial starved

cell value during stationary phase.

The length of the lag phase during recovery was directly pro-

portional to the length of the prior starvation period.
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INTRODUCTION

The open ocean environment is one of extreme stability in

temperature, salinity and low nutrient availability. Marine micro-

organisms have been shown to adapt well to these stable starvation

conditions (3,4,14,15), however; there is no literature on

mechanisms for recovery from starvation conditions.

Novitsky (Ph.D. Thesis, OSU, 1977) examined the ability of

starved Ant-300, a marine psychrophilic Vibrio sp., to form

colonies on agar media of varying nutrient levels. The nutrient

level and composition had little or no effect on the ability of

starved Ant-300 to form colonies. The closest type of results have

been reported by Koch (9), Maal6e and Kjeldgaard (11), Schaechter

(16), Kjeldgaard et al. (6) and Kjeldgaard (5) on nutrient shift-up

experiments and Kjelleberg et al. (7) on growth of a starved Vibrio

sp. (DW1). The data from those studies showed rapid cell response

to increased nutrient level, and in the shift-up experiments, a

correlation between cell division and cell mass.

This study was initiated to obtain data on starvation

recovery. Cell volume, cell division and macromolecular synthesis

were evaluated to help determine overall mechanisms for cell

recovery from starvation, and to evaluate the relationship between

recovery from starvation and balanced cell growth.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organism and media. A marine psychrophilic bacterium, tentatively

identified as a Vibrio sp. and designated Ant-300, was used for

this study. It was isolated in 1972 from the Antarctic convergence

during cruise 46 of the R.V. Eltanin.

Cells were grown on either liquid or solid (1.2% agar added)

Lib X medium (18). For starvation a defined salts medium (SM) was

used (14) to which was added 0.01 M Tris. The pH of both media was

adjusted to 7.8. Recovery from starvation was initiated by the

addition of Lib X broth to starved cells in SM at a 1:10 ratio.

All media, dilution blanks (SM), rinsing solutions and reagents

were filter sterilized (0.22 um Millipore) or filtered and heat

sterilized so as to minimize debris interference.

Growth and starvation media, dilution blanks, pipettes and

centrifuge tubes were held at 5°C prior to and after inoculation.

Liquid cultures were gently shaken in a gyrotory shaker (New

Brunswick Psychrotherm) at 100 rpm. Log phase cells were harvested

when the cell suspension reached an OD600nm between 0.4 and 0.6

(Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 710) by refrigerated centrifugation

(Sorvall RC-2B) at 3°C and 4080 x g for 10 min, washed twice with

sterile cold SM, and resuspended in SM at a 1:10 dilution to

produce an initial density of 107 to 108 cells/ml. Aseptic

techniques were employed throughout these procedures.

Viable cell counts. Spread plate counts in duplicate were made

from cell suspensions diluted in SM. The medium employed was 10%
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Lib X agar and the plates were incubated for at least one week at

5°C before they were counted.

Estimation of macromolecules. Duplicate forty ml samples were

taken at various times during the starvation-survival process and

harvested as above. Fractionation of protein from nucleic acids

was accomplished by trichloroacetic acid (TCA), perchloric acid

(PCA) and NaOH treatment as described by Gallant and Suskind (2).

The precipitated material was dissolved in 1.0 ml 1.0 N NaOH and

the protein concentration estimated the Folin phenol method (10).

The DNA and RNA fractions were treated with diphenylamine (1) and

orcinol (13) reagents respectively and their quantity estimated

spectrophotometrically. Any color development due to the presence

of DNA in the RNA fraction was subtracted. The protein, DNA, and

RNA estimations were performet1 in duplicate.

Electron microscopy. The recovery of three week starved cells when

placed in Lib X medium was followed by electron microscopy. At

various times during the recovery period 1.5 ml samples were

removed from the cell suspension. These samples were fixed with

0.15 ml 10% glutaraldehyde (Tousimis) for one hour on ice. After a

4 min centrifugation (Beckman Microfuge B) the cells were

resuspended in double distilled water (dd H20) to remove the salts

and recentrifuged. The final cell pellet was resuspended in

approximately 0.1 ml dd H20, one drop placed on plastic coated

electron microscope grids, and allowed to air dry. Samples were

shadowed at a 45° angle with chromium and viewed with a Philips EM
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300. Measurements of cells were made from the photographic

negatives. The formula lir2h" was used to determine the cell

volume since the cells most closely resembled a cylinder.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During recovery from starvation cells of Ant-300 behaved like

a culture in balanced growth, with some exceptions. A typical

growth curve with the lag, logarithmic, and stationary phases is

shown during recovery from starvation (Fig. 1) as indicated by

viable counts and turbidimetric (OD) readings. A similar but

shorter lag phase was seen with viable counts during the growth of

another Vibrio sp. (DW 1) after starvation for 30 days (7). There

was a 4 h delay in the initiation of the logarithmic growth phase

by cells of Ant-300 starved two weeks relative to those starved one

week. This difference in response was seen in all aspects of this

study.

The length of the starvation period is directly related to the

length of time prior to initiation of cell growth as determined by

increase in cell size; indicated by the turbidity readings, not

viable cell numbers (Fig. 2). The relationship between the

starvation period and the delay before cellular biomass increase is

a linear function to nearly 6 weeks. When cells were starved as

long as 8.5 weeks, the number of viable cells remaining in the

starvation cell suspension played a role in the recovery of the

cells. A similar effect was seen in Escherichia coli starved

longer than 48 h which was also attributed to loss in viability or

cellular damage (9).

Novitsky and Morita (15) demonstrated that starving Ant-300

cells became much smaller, producing ultramicrocells with time.
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Fig. 4-1. Optical density and cell viability of one and two week
starved cells during recovery from starvation. Optical
densities are shown from one week (A) and two week (A)
starved cells. Viabilities from one week (0) and two
week (0) starved cells are also plotted. Viable counts
are the average of,-duplicate platings.
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Fig. 4-2. Hypothetical and actual lag periods seen with cells
starved various lengths of time prior to recovery from
starvation. Based on the length of the lag period for
zero, one and two week starved cells, a hypothetical
line was plotted (0) defining the lag expected for a
constant viable C411 count and different starvation
times. The actual lag periods are plotted (0) showing
the deviation due to loss in viability in older starved
cultures.
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During recovery from starvation, the ultramicrocells in this study

grew larger (Fig. 3) until a maximum size was reached prior to cell

division. Since there is a minimum cell volume necessary before

cell division can take place (6,16), there is probably a relation-

ship between the period of starvation and the time to increase cell

volume so that cellular division can occur.

Cell volumes during recovery from starvation calculated from

electron micrographs similar to those in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig.

4. The increasing cell volume best fits an exponential function.

This has also been reported for cells cultured in balanced growth

(16).

Macromolecular synthesis in balanced growth or during recovery

from starvation is a complicated process controlled by many

regulatory events. Exponentil synthesis of RNA, DNA, and protein

during recovery from starvation is a process analogous to growth in

fresh medium (Fig. 5). All three macromolecules were synthesized

after input of nutrients with 0-14 h delay, and continued to be

synthesized in the same exponential manner as seen for cell numbers

and cell volumes. Constant values were reached at approximately 20

h of growth, but cell division continued at the same rate in the

one week starved cells to approximately 24 h and in the two week

starved cells to more than 30 h. The resulting stationary phase

cells were quite small. This small size was confirmed by phase

microscopy on cells just approaching or fully into the stationary

phase of growth. Cells of Ant-300 divided into many small viable
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Fig. 4-3. Electron micrographs of cells from various times during
the recovery from starvation. Samples were prepared at
time 0 (A), 8 h (B), and 14 h (C). The bar represents
one micrometer.
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Fig. 4-4. Cell volume calculated from electron micrographs of Ant-
300 during recovery from starvation. The line is an
exponential best fit to the data.
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Fig. 4-5. Macromolecular synthesis during recovery from starvation
with one week (0) and two week (0) starved cells of Ant-
300. Each point was determined by two samples each
analyzed in duplicate.
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cells in response to total starvation or partial depletion of

nutrients at stationary phase. This response to nutrient

deprivation was described as an important survival mechanism in

Ant-300 during starvation (15). Of 17 open ocean isolates tested

for this phenomenon, 77% responded in a similar manner whereas only

23% decreased in viable count early into starvation (refer to

Chapter II).

Upon addition of nutrients, one week and two week starved

cells differed in the time required to initiate the synthesis of

RNA, DNA, and protein. The time delay in synthesis of macro-

molecules was longer in the two week starved cells; as long as 10-

12 h for RNA synthesis. Different delay times were noted in the

synthesis of macromolecules by cells recovering from starvation

when concentrations of macrdiblecules were plotted on a per viable

cell basis (Fig. 6). The maximum concentrations of macro-

molecules/cell just prior to cell division was reached

approximately 7 h earlier in one week starved cells than in two

week starved cells (Fig. 6A and B).

In studies involving a shift from one nutrient medium to

another, RNA synthesis responded first, within minutes of the

shift. This was followed by protein and DNA synthesis and cellular

division a little later (5,6,9,11). Schaechter (16) reported rapid

synthesis of RNA when starved cells were shifted to nutrient

medium. Many of the nutrient shift-up experiments were performed

with Salmonella typhimurium or E. coli at nutrient levels
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Fig. 4-6. Values of DNA, RNA and protein per viable cell during
recovery from starvation. Values for cells previously
starved one week (A) and two weeks (B) are shown.
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supporting 1 to 2.5 divisions per h. Ant-300 has a long generation

time compared to E. coli and S. typhimurium, hence a slower growth

rate. The data obtained in this study employed a nutrient level

which was approximately 10% of the level for optimal growth and

supported a division every 3 h in the logarithmic growth phase.

Our data concerning RNA synthesis during recovery from starvation

do not correspond to the findings for the growth of S. typhimurium

or E. coli, but the latter do not address recovery from

starvation. Starved cells may have to undergo resynthesis of

specific RNAs during the initial recovery period. The RNA concen-

tration per viable cell was ca. 19% higher in two week than one

week starved cells, yet two week starved cells showed a longer

delay than one week starved cells in the resumption of synthesis of

macromolecules. The amount of RNA in one week starved cells after

undergoing division (23 h period, Fig. 6A) is approximately equal

to the starved cell value (0 time, Fig. 6A). It is possible that

the regulation of RNA synthesis does not allow for more stable RNA

production until the protein and/or DNA levels are appropriate for

cell division. According to Schaechter (16) the changes in

cellular response to the environment may be tied to RNA metabolism,

and cell growth may be resumed only after a balance of

macromolecules is established.

Our observed growth curves are similar to those for any

bacterial culture where a small inoculum is introduced into fresh

medium. The lag phase is generally attributed to the organism
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adapting to the new environment or formation of an inducible

enzyme. The major question here is why there is a longer lag

period when the cells are starved for longer periods. Koch (9)

noted that cells under low nutrient or starvation conditions had a

very low protein turnover rate, and Ant-300 is probably no

different. Although the lack of energy in the older cells might

appear as a reason for the difference in the lag period between

cells starved for various periods, it should be noted that two week

starved cells contained more ATP per viable cell (4.27 x 10-19

mol/cell) than one week starved cells (2.81 x 10-19 mol/cell) (Amy

and Morita, unpublished data). In a Pseudomonas sp., Kurath (M.S.

Thesis, Oregon State Univ., 1980) also found that older starved

cells contained more ATP per viable cell than cells starved a short

time. Furthermore, the ability of Ant-300 to utilize substrate is

immediate when starved cells are placed in the presence of

substrate (Yorgey, M. S. Thesis, Oregon State Univ., 1980; Glick,

M.S. Thesis, Oregon State Univ., 1980). Why there is a difference

in lag time between cells starved for various periods must still

await investigation. Once the cell passed the lag period, cell

growth occurred as would be expected in any growing culture, and

when cells approached the stationary phase they became much

smaller.

A lag response to elevating nutrient levels proportionate to

the length of time in starvation has implications to the microbial

ecology of the ocean. A starvation condition represents the most
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common situation for open ocean bacteria and many microorganisms

remain in this condition for years. Stevenson (1) has proposed

that there is a state of "dormancy" in which aquatic bacteria can

survive until nutrients are again available. Other studies support

this hypothesis (7,8,9,12,14). In Ant-300, dormancy became deeper

as the length of time of starvation increased. For cells with few

remaining reserves after months or years of nutrient starvation,

the necessity of a long exposure to sufficient nutrient level

before response may be yet another strategy for survival.
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CHAPTER 5

PROTEIN PATTERNS FROM GROWING AND STARVED

CELLS OF A MARINE VIBRIO SP.
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ABSTRACT

Fingerprint protein patterns were produced by two dimensional

polyacrylamide electrophoresis on lysed cells of Ant-300 which were

prepared from growing and starved cultures. The cells were labeled

with [35S]methionine during growth and subsequently starved up to

30 days. Samples were taken at selected time points representing

stages in the starvation-survival process. Protein patterns were

also prepared from cells grown at various pressures (up to 300 atm)

in the presence of [ 35
S]methionine. Unlabeled starved cells were

allowed to recover in the presence of [35S]methionine in order to

determine protein changes associated with the recovery from

starvation. All growth conditions produced similar protein

fingerprints, whereas some protein spots disappeared while others

were newly synthesized during starvation.
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INTRODUCTION

Two dimensional acrylamide gel electrophoresis (O'Farrell,

1975) has recently been used extensively for the separation of

proteins in bacteria, yeast and higher organisms with the

successful separation of whole cell extracts or specific proteins

under selected conditions (4,7,9,14,15).

In this study we chose to apply this technique to separate

proteins from cells of a marine psychrophilic Vibrio sp., Ant-300,

known for its unusual abilities to survive starvation, metabolize

under pressure and utilize small quantities of substrate under both

of these conditions (1,10,11,12,13). Protein fingerprints of cells

from growth, starvation, growth under pressure and during recovery

from starvation were undertaken to identify differences in protein

makeup under these selected conditions which relate to the unusual

abilities of Ant-300. The results of this initial study help

explain the changes in cellular proteins under various conditions.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Organism and medium. For this study, Ant-300, a marine

psychrophilic Vibrio sp. was used. This organism was grown in

medium containing: 28 g Rila marine mix, 0.23 g trypticase (BBL),

0.12 g yeast extract (Difco), 0.03 g sodium citrate, 0.05 g NaNO3,

0.005 g FeSO4, and one liter distilled water. The pH of the medium

was adjusted to 7.8 and the medium was autoclaved after being

dispensed in the appropriate container. All media, dilution blanks

and equipment were kept at 0-5°C prior to use.

Growth of organism. Ant-300 cells were inoculated into fresh

medium and incubated at 5°C at 100 rpm in a New Brunswick

Psychrotherm. When the OD600 of the culture reached ca. 0.2,

the cells were harvested by centrifugation (Sorvall RC-2B) at 3040

x g for 5 min at 5°C. The cell pellet was suspended in fresh cold

medium containing 50-100 pCi [35S]methionine (New England Nuclear,

specific activity = 1001.8 Ci/mmol) and allowed to grow for 24 h.

The culture was then centrifuged as above and the cell pellet was

washed in sterile defined salts solution (SM) (10) buffered by the

addition of 0.01 M tris(hydroxylamino)methane (pH 7.8). The

washing process was repeated and the final pellet suspended in

fresh SM. This cell suspension was starved at 5°C in a New

Brunswick Psychrotherm at 100 rpm. At various times during the

starvation process samples were taken, centrifuged as above and the

cells lysed by the addition of lysis solution. Lysis was complete

in 30 min when the cellular suspension was kept on ice.
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Cells used for the pressure experiments were grown and placed

in fresh medium containing [35S]methionine as described above.

Immediately after resuspension of the cells into fresh medium, 1.5

ml of cell suspension was added to each of four, 3 ml sterile

disposable syringes, the needles stoppered with rubber stoppers,

and placed into a temperature preequilibrated (5°C) pressure

cylinders. The cell suspension was pressurized according to the

method of ZoBell and Oppenheimer (17) and incubated at 5°C for 24

h. After the pressure was released, each cell suspension was

prepared for lysis as described above except that the centri

fugation was performed in a Microfuge B (Beckman) for 4 min at

4°C. The cells were lysed as described above.

In order to determine the protein pattern on cells recovering

from starvation, cells were grown in 200 ml of Lib X broth (1) at

5°C in a Psychrotherm gyrotory shaker set at 100 rpm. When the

cell suspension reached an OD600 of 0.46 the cells were

harvested and washed twice as described above and finally suspended

in 2000 ml sterile SM. The initial viable cell count was 2.7 x 107

cells/ml. This starvation menstruum was incubated as described

above for starvation. After 5 weeks of starvation, 20 ml of the

starved cell suspension was centrifuged at 3040 x g for 5 min at

5°C (Sorvall RC-2B) and resuspended in 4.5 ml SM containing 40

pCi/m1 [35S]methionine. To this mixture was added 0.5 ml of Lib X

broth (16), followed by 24 h incubation at 5°C in a Psychrotherm

set at 100 rpm. After incubation, the cells were harvested and

lysed as described above.
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All the lysed cell preparations were stored at -20°C until

they were used. The protein content, as estimated by the Lowry et

al. (8) method, of the lysed cells preparations was between 0.1 to

0.4 mg/ml.

Chemicals. The following chemicals were purchased from Sigma

Chemical Company: pH 5-8 ampholines, Triton X-100 (octyl phenoxy

polyethoxyethanol), TEMED (N,N,N',NT tetramethylethylene diamine),

Trizma base, brom phenol blue, and Coomassie blue. Glycine,

mercaptoethanol and ammonium persulfate were obtained from

Matheson, Coleman and Bell. Acrylamide and methanol were purchased

from Baker, N,N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide from Eastman Organic

Chemicals, glacial acetatic acid from Mallinckrodt, ultra pure urea

from Bio-Rad and the pH 3-10 ampholines from LKB Laboratories.

Solutions. Solutions designated D, G, I, J, L, M, N, 0, Q, and S

were prepared and stored identically to those described by

O'Farrell (14). The following solutions have been modified from

the original description given by O'Farrell (1975).

Lysis solution: 5.7 urea, 0.4 ml pH 5-8 ampholines, 0.1 ml pH 3-10

ampholines, 0.4 ml Triton X-100, 1.0 ml mercaptoethanol, 8.0 ml

glycerol to make 20 ml with distilled water, divided and frozen.

Overlay buffer: 5.4 g urea, 0.2 ml pH 5-8 ampholines, 0.05 ml pH

3-10 ampholines, 4.0 ml glycerol to make 20 ml with distilled

water, divided and frozen. Triton X-100 stock solution: 10% (v/v)

Triton X-100 in distilled water, stored at 4°C. Agarose: 2.0 g

melted in 100 ml distilled water. Overlay agarose: 1.0 g agarose
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melted in 50 ml buffer 0, stored at 4°C. Staining solution: 1.0 g

Coomassie blue, 450 ml methanol, 90 ml glacial acetic acid and

distilled water per liter. Destaining solution: 240 ml methanol,

120 ml glacial acetic acid and 600 ml dilstilled water per liter.

Holding destain: 75 ml glacial acetic acid, 50 ml methanol and

distilled water per liter. Deampholine solution: 500 methanol, 70

ml glacial acetic acid, 0.05 g Coomassie blue and distilled water

per liter.

Mini-gel apparatus. The apparatus used for electophoresis in both

dimensions was purchased from Idea Scientific Co. (Corvallis,

Oregon). The glass plates were 100 x 82 mm. Either a Heathkit IP-

17 or LKB 3371E power source was used.

First dimension. The isoelectric focusing gels were poured with an

acrylamide solution (5.0 g urea, 0.1 ml pH 3-10 ampholines, 0.4 ml

pH 5-8 ampholines, 1.33 ml acrylamide stock (D), 2.00 ml Triton X-

100 stock solution, 1.94 ml distilled water, 50 ul 10% ammonium

persulfate) which was degassed prior to the addition of 5 ul

TEMED. Plates were prepared with 0.8 mm spacers and combs, sealed

with agarose and stored in Ziploc bags overnight. The combs and

lower spacers were removed, the plates sealed into place with

agarose and the wells filled with overlay solution. Five to 20 ul

samples were applied with a syringe (Precision Sampling Corp.) at

the bottom of the well.

The lower reservoir was filled to cover the bottom of the gel

with anode solution (0.01 M H3PO4, I) and the upper reservoir
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filled to cover the electrode with degassed cathode solution (0.02

M NaOH, J). The gels were run at 200 v for 15 min, 300 v for 15

min and 400 v for 5 h in a 5°C refrigerator. After removing them

from the glass plates, the gels were then gently shaken in pyrex

dishes containing deampholine solution for 2 h, the solution

exchanged for staining solution for 30 min, and destained for

approximately 1 h. The gels were held overnight in holding destain

solution.

Equilibration. Gels were removed from the holding destain to a

clean glass plate where a strip containing the isoelectric focused

material from one well was cut using an alcohol-cleaned scalpel

blade. The strips were soaked in SDS sample buffer (0) 30-60 min.

Second dimension. The second dimension gel was poured with an

acrylamide solution in precombined and sealed plates with 1.0 mm

spacers. The solution contained: 5.0 ml acrylamide stock (N), 2.5

ml distilled water, 2.5 ml lower buffer (L), and 40 pl fresh

ammonium persulfate. After degassing 5 pl TEMED was added. Each

gel was poured approximately 60 mm tall and overlayed with water

saturated butanol for 1 h, the butanol removed and replaced with

1:4 L buffer, and stored in a sealed Ziploc bag overnight.

The next morning a stacker gel was prepared from: 0.625 ml

upper buffer (M), 0.375 ml N, 1.5 ml distilled water, 20 pl fresh

10% ammonium persulfate, with the addition of 2.5 pl TEMED after

degassing the solution under a vacuum. The stacker gel was poured

to within 10 mm of the top of the plates, overlaid with butanol,
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and allowed to polymerize 30-60 min. The butanol was removed, the

surface blotted with Kimwipes and the sample strip applied by

sliding from a glass microscope slide. The sample strip was sealed

into place with overlay agarose.

Both upper and lower reservoirs contained running buffer (Q),

but to the top reservoir was added approximately 0.3 ml 0.1% brom

phenol blue solution as a marker of the gel progress during the

second dimension electrophoresis. Gels were electrophoresed at 100

v for approximately 3 h when the blue marker dye reached the bottom

of the gel.

Gel staining, drying and autoradiography. Second dimension gels

were gently shaken in staining solution for several hours,

destained approximately 1 h, and placed in holding destain for at

least 1 h. They were then placed with a prewetted membrane backing

(Bio-Rad gel slab backing) in a gel drying plate (Idea Scientific

Co.) in a fume hood until dry. The dried samples were placed with

X-OMAT (Kodak) X-ray film in wooden presses at room temperature for

the length of exposure. Exposed X-ray films were developed

according to manufacturer instruction.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When Ant-300 cells were placed in SM, which has no energy

source, many viable cells were produced within 24 to 48 h (11).

After about 7 days several metabolic changes related to the

production and utilization of ATP took place which probably

represent a demarcation between the initial and long-term

starvation-survival processes. Concurrently, during the first 3

weeks of the starvation-survival process, there was a progressive

degradation of protein, as measured by the metabolism of

r35
Sjmethionine labeled cellular protein. This degradation was

indicated by the release of radioactivity into the starvation

menstruum. Eventually the radioactivity associated with the

starving cells became constant for at least 6 weeks of starvation

(longer period not tested) (refer to Chapter III).

Starvation Experiment. In order to determine what changes in

proteins took place during the starvation process, two dimensional

acrylamide gel separations of the proteins from lysed whole cells

starved from 0 to 30 days were analyzed. Autoradiograms (Fig. 1)

of the gels were prepared, with the exposures manipulated such that

the intensities of the starting line (right side of each gel

autoradiograph, Fig. 1) from the first dimension loading points

were approximately equal. Starvation periods of 0.0 h (Fig. 1A),

31 h (Fig. 1B), 7 days (Fig. 1C) and 30 days (Fig. 1D) were

selected to represent specific stages in the starvation process of

Ant-300. Differences were seen in the intensities of the protein
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Fig. 5-1. Protein fingerprint patterns from a two dimensional
separation of whole cell extracts of Ant-300 under
growth and starvation conditions. [ S]methionine label
was incorporated into cellular protein during
logarithmic growth, (A) followed by 31 h starvation (B),
7 days starvation (C), and 30 days starvation (D).
Thirty one h starvation falls in the early fragmentation
period, 7 days at the demarcation between the processes
of initial and long-term starvation, and 30 days during
the more stable period of long-term starvation.
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spots on the autoradiograms throughout the various periods of

starvation. However, the most dramatic progressive change was seen

in the boxed area marked 'z', especially with cells starved for 30

days (Fig. 1D). Spots at the arrows labeled 'y' and 'x'

intensified with increasing time of starvation. The spots labeled

'v' and 't' were nearly eliminated by 30 days of starvation as were

many in the lower left section labeled 'u' in Fig. 1D. The spot

labeled 'w' was not visible until 7 days then increased in

intensity by 30 days.

The evidence presented by the autoradiograms of starving cells

indicates that the starvation process does not degrade all the

cellular proteins uniformly, but that there is a degradation of

specific proteins with starvation time. Also the increase in

intensity of spots labeled 'y' and 'x' indicates that the cells

synthesized certain proteins necessary for starvation-survival. It

is possible that the degradation of certain proteins in the cells

furnished the energy and building blocks for the synthesis of other

proteins such as those labeled 'y', 'x', and 'w', and that the

cells possess a strategy for survival when their energy source

becomes non-existent.

Pressure experiment. Ant-300 was isolated from a depth of 300 m

(30 atm) in the Antarctic Convergence where the converging water

mass sinks to ca. 1000 to 1500 m and is upwelled 20 years later

(3). One extensive study of uracil incorporation under pressure in

Ant-300 was conducted by Baross et al. (1) who found that uracil
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incorporation was greatest at 100 atm and that further pressure

increase was detrimental to uracil incorporation and cell growth.

The protein content of lysed cells grown at 1 atm was 0.22

mg/ml, when grown at 100 atm it was 0.408 mg/ml, when grown at 200

atm it was 0.169 mg/ml, and when grown at 300 atm it was 0.22

mg/ml. Growth was at 5°C under the various hydrostatic pressures,

employing the same amount of medium and the same amount and type of

inoculum. The spot pattern of lysates from pressurized cells is

much the same in each of the four examples (Fig. 2A-D), however,

the intensity of the spots is significantly different. The times

of exposure to the gels to X-ray film are reported with Fig. 2.

The 100 atmosphere grown cells clearly demonstrated the greatest

ability to utilize [35S]methionine for growth (2x protein values)

and labeling of proteins (short exposure time and intense spot

pattern). By 200 atmospheres pressure, and even more effected at

300 atmospheres, was a decreased incorporation of [35S]methionine

into protein. Even after 23 days exposure to X-ray film, the gel

from 300 atmosphere cells showed a very light spot pattern. From

the amount of growth measured by protein value, and the

(35Sjmethionine incorporation, it can be concluded that these data

are comparable to those reported by Baross et al. (1).

Thus, it appears from the data on protein patterns of lysed

cells grown at different pressures that growth occurs under the

pressures which are found in the natural habitat from which Ant-300

was isolated. The data from both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 indicate that
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Fig. 5-2. Protein fingerprints from extracts of growing Ant-300
ugOer selected pressures. Cells were exposed to
[ S]methionine during a 24 hour period at hydrostatic
pressures of 1 (A), 100 (B), 200 (C), and 300 (D)
atmospheres. Exposure times were : (A) 7 days, (B) 14
days, (C) 17 days, and (D) 23 days.
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under growth conditions, cells produce one pattern of proteins and

that the fingerprint of these proteins is modified as Ant-300

undergoes starvation-survival.

Recovery from starvation. When nutrients were made available, Ant-

300 began cell growth (biomass or optical density increase) only

after a lag proportionate to the length of prior starvation (refer

to Chapter IV). Five week starved cells (used in this experiment)

maintained a 16 hour lag prior to increase in OD600 so that with

exposure to [35S]methionine, they actively synthesized macro-

molecules for only 8 hours prior to being prepared as a lysate.

Two dimensional gel protein patterns were similar to that of cells

grown in [35S]methionine for a full 24 hours (Fig. 3). Spots that

showed dramatic intensity differences are marked by arrows in Fig.

3A and 3B. No extra spots were apparent from cells recovering from

starvation compared to those transferred from log phase to fresh

medium prior to the addition of radiolabel. This result was not

surprising as Ant-300 has demonstrated an ability to rapidly

utilize many substrates even after long periods (months) of

nutrient starvation (2; Glick, M. S. Thesis, Oregon State Univ.,

1980). Koch (5,6) further supports the finding that a reduced but

rather complete set of proteins remains during starvation or growth

at low nutrient level by experiments with Escherichia coli.

The protein pattern from lysates of cells under any condition

of growth showed much the same results. It was not until 30 days

of starvation that dramatic change in the protein fingerprint was
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Fig. 5-3. Protein fingerprints from extracts of Ant-300 under
growth conditions and recovery from starvation. Five
week starved cells recovered from starvation in the
presence of [

.35S]methionine (B) and the protein pattern
was compared to that of log phase cells grown in the
presence of the same label (A).
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detected. Evidence that a line of demarcation between the

processes of initial starvation and long-term starvation is further

supported by the pattern of protein fingerprints of short-term and

long-term starved cells.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Several conclusions can be made about the starvation-survival

of marine bacteria from the data obtained in this study. From a

comparison of 17 open ocean bacterial isolates, it was found that

cells under starvation conditions became smaller due to utilization

of stored materials and fragmentation. This results in an

increased surface to volume ratio which has been proposed as a

strategy to maximize nutrient uptake (9).

The observation that 17 random marine isolates displayed only

three patterns of viability demonstrates a relatedness of

strategies for long-term survival. The pattern exhibited by Ant-

300 and 7 of the 16 open ocean isolates, was seen most frequently

and represents a common response to starvation stress in many types

of organisms. Likewise, rapid decrease in viable cells as seen

with 4 of the 16 isolates, is the likely response of a bacterium

adapted to high nutrient surroundings and unaccustomed to

starvation. The third pattern, where cells slowly continue to

increase in numbers (not biomass) after being placed in starvation

medium was also exhibited by 5 of the 16 isolates. This pattern is

unusual and may represent the best adaptation to nutrient

deprivation yet described. Those isolates capable of growth in

either chemoautotrophic or heterotrophic media, and capable of

sustained cell division for many weeks, represent an extremely

versatile class of bacteria which cross arbitrary metabolic class

lines and exploit their environment in as many ways as possible.

This group of mixotrophic bacteria seems extremely well adapted to
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the ocean environment. Further starvation-survival studies on such

organisms are likely to yield fruitful results.

The most common pattern, that of Ant-300, was more intensely

examined in this study. The starvation-survival process involved

two stages; an initial process (0-7 days) and a longer term

process. In the first 24-48 hours of nutrient deprivation, large,

log phase cells divide into many smaller but viable copies. This

process, called fragmentation, involves cell division without

increase in cell biomass. As the cytoplasm of each larger cell is

partitioned into many cells, there is a rapid decrease in several

important macromolecules (protein, RNA, DNA, ATP) on a per cell

basis. At approximately 7 days these dramatic initial starvation

processes rapidly change to stabilize each viable cell for long-

term starvation. Protein and DNA remain constant at the levels

reached at 1-3 weeks and net biosynthesis of RNA begins. This

phenomenon is not understood but could be the result of at least

two responses of Ant-300 to starvation. The first, suggested by

Jeanne Poindexter (pers. comm.), is that in nitrogen-free medium

cells are triggered to synthesize RNA as a nitrogen reserve. There

is a net decrease in protein level during several weeks of

starvation so that nitrogen could be provided from that source.

Phosphate could be made available from the degradation of

phospholipids over the same time frame (Stringer, W., and J.

Oliver, Abstr. Annu. Meet. Am. Soc. Microbiol. 1982, N 107, p.

195).
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A second reason for RNA synthesis during starvation relates to

the stringent response and its accompanying regulatory nucleotides

guanosine tetra- and pentaphosphate. Borke and Ryan (1) described

a methionine requiring mutant of E. coli K12 which synthesized RNA

even during starvation. This "relaxed" response to amino acid

deprivation has opened a field of investigation into regulatory

control over protein and RNA synthesis during starvation (see 4 and

7 for reviews). There is no net RNA synthesis in Ant-300 until

after one week starvation; therefore, regulation of this phenomenon

may be somewhat different. This question is presently under

further investigation. By analyzing the types of RNA involved and

the levels of regulatory nucleotides at various times during

nutrient starvation, a clearer picture of why RNA is synthesized

during starvation will hopefully be revealed.

Almost nothing is known about the function of glutathione in

bacterial cells. It functions in many complex ways in eukaryotic

cells (2,5,6),'but in bacteria the function may be simply to

compartmentalize oxidative and reductive activities in the cell.

This tripeptide, which contains a sulfhydryl group, is found in

high concentration in growing cells of Ant-300. Most Gram negative

cells contain some glutathione (3), but Ant-300 contain 2-10 fold

more than most. Since most environmental and nearly all marine

bacteria are Gram negative, glutathione may play an important role

in protecting the critical biomolecules of cells in their natural

environment from the toxic effects of oxygen. Although bacteria of
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the genus Vibrio are catalase positive, and therefore protected

from hydrogen peroxide production, many other deleterious oxidative

processes can occur. For example, bacterial cells utilizing the

nutrient rich environment surrounding a phytoplankton bloom might

require special protection in the form of reduced molecules to

survive waters supersaturated with 02. Under more nutrient limited

circumstances, metabolic stress from lack of nutrients may result

in a situation where specific cytoplasmic sites need protection

from oxidative processes to function optimally. For example, the

cytochromes, NADH and NADPH in a bacterium under conditions of

relative dormancy, would require an environment free of 02 to

prevent their direct oxidation.

The protein fingerprints of lysates from cells of Ant-300

taken at various times during starvation, graphically demonstrate

the involvement of different proteins at stages during starvation-

survival. Although the intensity of some individual spots changed

early in the process, the most dramatic changes (disappearance of

some proteins and appearance of new proteins) took place between

the 7 day and 30 day starved cell samples, further defining the

differences between initial and long-term starvation processes. In

spite of protein changes during starvation, cells of Ant-300 as

well as isolates N5, N11 and N1 were capable of rapid uptake and

utilization of organic substrates even after long periods of

starvation (9 months). Those protein assemblages necessary for

these processes are preserved.
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Critical changes in starvation-survival ability under

different conditions might be analyzed from protein patterns. This

method could likewise be used as a tool for investigation of some

regulatory processes operating during the lag phase that proceeds

cell growth under recovery conditions.

Insight gleaned from the fact that cells have different

patterns of viability under starvation conditions could be utilized

by those who apply microbiological techniques to agricultural and

industrial problems.

In agriculture, bacterial cells are used to coat seeds to

prevent viability loss due to fungal attack during storage and

after planting. In addition, Rhizobium sp. capable of high N2

fixation rates are used to treat seeds in anticipation of enhanced

symbiosis and a higher soil nitrogen content. Microbiologists find

the survivability of these useful bacteria to be very low.

Utilizing cells chosen for traits which make them capable of long-

term starvation survival for such purposes may hold special

promise. Pathogenic species often survive much longer than farmers

would like. Starvation-survival studies with pathogenic bacteria

could improve our understanding of these phenomena, and possibly

provide solutions to problems of plant disease.

Industrial use of immobilized cells is hampered by the

instability of the cell structure under starvation or low nutrient

conditions, and this instability represents a very large industrial

problem when secondary metabolic products are required (A. Matin,
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pers. comm.). Starvation-survival research is also needed in this

area.

As with any scientific endeavor, this research has answered a

few questions and raised many others. Further studies of bacterial

starvation-survival promise to provide additional insight into

fundamental cellular functions and advance our understanding of

bacterial adaptations to natural ecosystems, agriculture and

industrial processes.
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APPENDIX A

INT-Formazan production by starved cells of Ant-300. The relative
importance of the components of the substrate solution was tested
by using selected compounds under identical conditions to those
described in Chapter III Materials and Methods.

Starvation Time (days)

Substrate
Component 0 6 9 20

NADH 50%* 60% 45% 40%

NADPH 0% 0% 0% 0%

NADH+NADPH 81% 53% 70% 100%

*The percent of the reaction achieved with complete substrate
solution.
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APPENDIX B

Partitioning of 14C-2-uracil in starving cells of Ant-300. Log
phase cells were labeled with 75 pCi/m1 14C-2-uracil for 10 hours
and harvested at OD= 0.525. Cells were prepared for starvation as
previously described in the text under the Materials and Methods
section (Chapter III). Fractionation of the cellular material was
accomplished as described below.

Cell Fraction

Starvation
Time
(days)

C T D R S FT

Radiolabel (cpm)

FD Endogenous
(CO2)

0 693 530 90 440 112 5 0 0

2 884 739 191 548 264 40 29 0

4 738 673 182 491 314 14 4.1 0

7 725 606 175 431 320 5.7 0 0

10 601 559 145 414 372 5 0 0

15 638 478 124 354 456 18 0 0

21 488 406 105 301 548 28 0 0

C. 1.0 ml cell suspension was filtered onto a 0.45 pm Millipore
filter and dried.

T. 1.0 ml cell suspension and 4.0 ml cold 10% TCA were filtered
and dried as in C above.

D. 1.0 ml cell suspension plus 1.0 ml 2 N NaOH were held
overnight at room temperature, then to this was added 4.0 ml
cold 10% TCA. This was filtered and dried.

R. R = T-D

S. 0.5 ml filtrate after cell removal was placed on a Millipore
filter and dried.
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APPENDIX B - Continued

FT. Filtrate after cell removal was treated as above for T in the
presence of 0.5 ml (166 ug/ml) bovine serum albumin.

FD. Filtrate after cell removal was treated as D above with 0.5 ml
bovine serum albumin added just prior to TCA precipitation.

Endogenous - 5 ml cell suspension with cap and bucket assembly
described in Chapter II Materials and Methods was incubated. The
phenethylamine soaked paper was placed in Omnifluor directly.

Each filter was placed in 10 ml Omnifluor and counted by liquid
scintillation counting. Nine replicates were averaged for each
number reported below. Numbers represent counts per minute (cpm).
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APPENDIX C

Low level [ u]glutamic acid uptake by starved cells of Ant-300. A
starvation menstruum was diluted 1:10 with sterile cold MA after
2.5 months starvation and prepared for radiolabel uptake as
described in Materials and Methods Chapter II, except that the
serum vials were acid cleaned and sterile Portions of a serial
dilution of 1 pCi/m1 (3.5 x 10
added to the vials.

M) L-[11-14C]glutamic acid were

DPM Present
Molarity
x 3.5 grams/1

CPM
CO

2
(20 h)

CPM
Cellular
(20 h)*

Percent
Respiration

111,000 10-9 514.5 ng 41881 7761 84

11,000 10-10 51.45 ng 6080 984 86

1,000 10 -1110 5.14 ng 638 99 86

110 10-12 514.5 ng 81 14 85

*Cells plus label were incubated 20 h prior to sample preparation.


